This paper discusses how a construction organization called Shurikata managed the budget for construction at Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine. It was essential for a construction organization to use the budget for construction freely, for a prompt and accurate execution of a construction plan. However, it has not yet been discovered how a construction organization at a temple or a shrine acquired a budget for the construction. So this paper aims to reveal how a construction organization managed its budget for the construction, taking Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine as an example.
Moreover, it also gives an impression how priests at the Edo period built and repaired buildings.
Previous reseraches have assumed that construction organizations at Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine consisted of the ShatoGachi-Gyoji and the Shurikata. One of the previous researeches has revealed that the Syato-Gachi-Gyoji acquired funds for construction and wrote account books. One of my researches disclosed how the Shurikata built and repaired buildings at Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine. However, the Shato-Gachi-Gyoji can be traced in documents written before 1613. The Shurikata was established in 1692. Therefore it was not cleared who managed the budget for construction after 1692.
Whether the Shato-Gachi-Gyoji managed the budget after 1692, or whether the Shurikata managed the budget for maintenance at Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine: that is the question.
In order to get a relevant answer, I quoted diaries and account books kept at Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine. These documents were highly estimated among experts on Japanese history. The diaries of Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine recorded how its priests ran the shrine. These diaries were written by the priests every day. The account books of
Kamowakeikazuchi shrine recorded how much money was spent on the raising and the repairing of the buildings at the shrine. These account books were written by the priests every year.
Based on these documents, it became clear that the Shurikata managed the budget for construction in two ways: they managed money, and they managed materials. The money management of the Shurikata can be divided to the following three phases:
1. The Shurikata received money for construction from Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine 2. The Shurikata used and managed the money 3. TheShurikata reported to Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine how much money they got and spent, and how they used the money The material management of the Shurikata had the following three phases:
1. The shurikata was requested to fell a tree and keep it as lumber by Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine 2. The shurikata chose suitable trees, fell them, and stored as lumber 3. The shurikata used the part of the wood which could be made into lumber, and the rest was sold off by bids Incidentally, Shurikata got the authority to raise and repair buildings at Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine in the following three stages:
1. The Shurikata started to raise and repair buildings at Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine in 1692 2. The Shurikata started to keep an account book, and to manage money in 1696 3. The Shurikata started to cut down trees for lumber, and to manage materials in 1720
Thus it could been seen that the Shurikata extended the authority to raise and repair buildings at Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine for about thirty years.
There is another fact that can be found in the diaries. The Shurikata acted as a go-between for Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine and workmen. When a workman demanded higher wages, he had to apply to the Shurikata. Then the Shurikata issued a bill, and submitted the workman's claim to a meeting of Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine. If the bill was adopted, the Shurikata tell him the result. Furthermore, even if the bill was rejected, Kamowakeikazuchi Shrine sometimes let the Shurikata help the applicant nancially. 
